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SCAG Facts

191 Cities
6 Counties
19.1 Million People
48.5% State Population
15th Largest Economy in the World
$1.2T Regional GDP
67% State's Disadvantaged Communities
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What Does SCAG Provide?

• A Regional Voice
• A Unique Regional Forum
• Advocacy
• Assistance in Achieving Local Objectives
• Tools, Data & Training
• Conferences & Events
Goals of Connect SoCal
Connect SoCal...

• Is a **transportation infrastructure investment strategy** that will impact Southern California, and beyond.

• Will invest over **$638 billion on transportation improvement projects**.

• Will locate housing, jobs and transit closer together in **priority growth areas** while preserving natural lands and open spaces.

• Will **link the built environment and transportation system** with policies, projects and programs that strengthen and enhance each other.

• Will **deliver significant benefits to the region** on mobility, safety, health outcomes, travel time reliability, air quality, economic productivity, and environmental justice …

• Will **generate approximately 362,700 jobs annually**.
Livable Corridors Strategy

EXHIBIT 3.10 Priority Growth Area – Livable Corridors

[Map showing various counties and corridors with labels such as Kern County, Ventura County, Los Angeles County, Orange County, Riverside County, San Bernardino County, and San Diego County. The map also indicates the Pacific Ocean.]
Developing Boulevards of Opportunity

CONNECT

Commitment to Advancing Equity

COVID-19 Economic Recovery Strategy

SCAG
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